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growth inherent in this group they may mark a new
epoch in the annals of alcoholism.  These men may well
have a remedy for thousands of such situations.

You may rely absolutely on anything they say about
themselves.

Very truly yours,
       William D. Silkworth, M.D.

THE DOCTOR’S OPINION

The physician who, at our request, gave us this letter,
has been kind enough to enlarge upon his views in another
statement which follows.  In this statement he confirms
what we who have suffered alcoholic torture must be-
lieve—that the body of the alcoholic is quite as abnormal
as his mind.  It did not satisfy us to be told that we could
not control our drinking just because we were maladjusted
to life, that we were in full flight from reality, or were
outright mental defectives.  These things were true to some
extent, in fact, to a considerable extent with some of us.
But we are sure that our bodies were sickened as well.  In
our belief, any picture of the alcoholic which leaves out
this physical factor is incomplete.

The doctor’s theory that we have an allergy to alcohol
interests us.  As laymen, our opinion as to its soundness
may, of course, mean little.  But as ex-problem drinkers,
we can say that his explanation makes good sense.  It
explains many things for which we cannot otherwise ac-
count.

Though we work out our solution on the spiritual as
well as an altruistic plane, we favor hospitalization
for the alcoholic who is very jittery or befogged.  More
often than not, it is imperative that a man’s brain be
cleared before he is approached, as he has then a bet-
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ter chance of understanding and accepting what we have
to offer.

The doctor writes:

THE DOCTOR’S OPINION xxv

The subject presented in this book seems to me to be of
paramount importance to those afflicted with alcoholic
addiction.

I say this after many years’ experience as Medical Di-
rector of one of the oldest hospitals in the country treat-
ing alcoholic and drug addiction.

There was, therefore, a sense of real satisfaction when
I was asked to contribute a few words on a subject which
is covered in such masterly detail in these pages.

We doctors have realized for a long time that some
form of moral psychology was of urgent importance to
alcoholics, but its application presented difficulties be-
yond our conception.  What with our ultra-modern stan-
dards, our scientific approach to everything, we are per-
haps not well equipped to apply the powers of good that
lie outside our synthetic knowledge.

Many years ago one of the leading contributors to this
book came under our care in this hospital and while here
he acquired some ideas which he put into practical appli-
cation at once.

Later, he requested the privilege of being allowed to tell
his story to other patients here and with some misgiving,
we consented.  The cases we have followed through have
been most interesting; in fact, many of them are amaz-
ing.  The unselfishness of these men as we have come to
know them, the entire absence of profit motive, and
their community spirit, is indeed inspiring to one who
has labored long and wearily in this alcoholic field.  They
believe in themselves, and still more in the Power which
pulls chronic alcoholics back from the gates of death.

Of course an alcoholic ought to be freed from his physical

ter chance of understanding and accepting what we have
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these there is a well-known hospital for the treatment of
alcoholic and drug addiction.  Six years ago one of our
number was a patient there.  Many of us have felt, for the
first time, the Presence and Power of God within its
walls.  We are greatly indebted to the doctor in atten-
dance there, for he, although it might prejudice his own
work, has told us of his belief in ours.

Every few days this doctor suggests our approach to
one of his patients.  Understanding our work, he can do
this with an eye to selecting those who are willing and
able to recover on a spiritual basis.  Many of us, former
patients, go there to help.  Then, in this eastern city,
there are informal meetings such as we have described to
you, where you may now see scores of members.  There
are the same fast friendships, there is the same helpful-
ness to one another as you find among our western friends.
There is a good bit of travel between East and West and
we foresee a great increase in this helpful interchange.

Some day we hope that every alcoholic who journeys
will find a Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous at his
destination.  To some extent this is already true.  Some of
us are salesmen and go about.  Little clusters of twos and
threes and fives of us have sprung up in other communi-
ties, through contact with our two larger centers.  Those
of us who travel drop in as often as we can.  This practice
enables us to lend a hand, at the same time avoiding cer-
tain alluring distractions of the road, about which any
traveling man can inform you.*

Thus we grow.  And so can you, though you be but
*Written in 1939.  In 1993 there are over 89,000 groups.  There is

A.A. activity in 141 countries, with an estimated membership of
two million.

Every few days this doctor suggests our approach toy y gg pp
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Chapter 7

WORKING WITH OTHERS

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE shows that nothing will
so much insure immunity from drinking as intensive

work with other alcoholics.  It works when other activi-
ties fail.  This is our twelfth suggestion: Carry this mes-
sage to other alcoholics!  You can help when no one else
can.  You can secure their confidence when others fail.
Remember they are very ill.

Life will take on new meaning.  To watch people re-
cover, to see them help others, to watch loneliness van-
ish, to see a fellowship grow up about you, to have a host
of friends—this is an experience you must not miss.  We
know you will not want to miss it.  Frequent contact
with newcomers and with each other is the bright spot of
our lives.

Perhaps you are not acquainted with any drinkers who
want to recover.  You can easily find some by asking a
few doctors, ministers, priests or hospitals.  They will
be only too glad to assist you.  Don’t start out as an
evangelist or reformer.  Unfortunately a lot of prejudice
exists.  You will be handicapped if you arouse it.  Minis-
ters and doctors are competent and you can learn much
from them if you wish, but it happens that because of
your own drinking experience you can be uniquely useful
to other alcoholics.  So cooperate; never criticize.  To be
helpful is our only aim.

PPRACTICAL EXPERIENCE shows that nothing willPso much insure immunity from drinking as intensiveP y g
work with other alcoholics.  It works when other activi-
ties fail.  This is our twelfth suggestion: Carry this mes-f gg y
sage to other alcoholics!  You can help when no one elseg p
can.  You can secure their confidence when others fail.
Remember they are very ill.y y
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When you discover a prospect for Alcoholics Anony-
mous, find out all you can about him.  If he does not want
to stop drinking, don’t waste time trying to persuade
him.  You may spoil a later opportunity.  This advice is
given for his family also.  They should be patient, realiz-
ing they are dealing with a sick person.

If there is any indication that he wants to stop,  have a
good talk with the person most interested in him—usu-
ally his wife.  Get an idea of his behavior, his problems,
his background, the seriousness of his condition, and his
religious leanings.  You need this information to put your-
self in his place, to see how you would like him to ap-
proach you if the tables were turned.

Sometimes it is wise to wait till he goes on a binge.  The
family may object to this, but unless he is in a dangerous
physical condition, it is better to risk it.  Don’t deal with
him when he is very drunk, unless he is ugly and the
family needs your help.  Wait for the end of the spree, or
at least for a lucid interval.  Then let his family or a friend
ask him if he wants to quit for good and if he would go to
any extreme to do so.  If he says yes, then his attention
should be drawn to you as a person who has recovered.
You should be described to him as one of a fellowship
who, as part of their own recovery, try to help others and
who will be glad to talk to him if he cares to see you.

If he does not want to see you, never force yourself upon
him.  Neither should the family hysterically plead with him to
do anything, nor should they tell him much about you.  They
should wait for the end of his next drinking bout.  You might
place this book where he can see it in the interval.  Here no
specific rule can be given.  The family must decide these

y
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91WORKING WITH OTHERS

things.  But urge them not to be over-anxious, for that
might spoil matters.

Usually the family should not try to tell your story.
When possible, avoid meeting a man through his family.
Approach through a doctor or an institution is a better
bet.  If your man needs hospitalization, he should have
it, but not forcibly unless he is violent.  Let the doctor,
if he will, tell him he has something in the way of a
solution.

When your man is better, the doctor might suggest a
visit from you.  Though you have talked with the family,
leave them out of the first discussion.  Under these con-
ditions your prospect will see he is under no pressure.
He will feel he can deal with you without being nagged by
his family.  Call on him while he is still jittery.  He may be
more receptive when depressed.

See your man alone, if possible.  At first engage in gen-
eral conversation.  After a while, turn the talk to some
phase of drinking.  Tell him enough about your drinking
habits, symptoms, and experiences to encourage him to
speak of himself.  If he wishes to talk, let him do so.  You
will thus get a better idea of how you ought to proceed.
If he is not communicative, give him a sketch of your
drinking career up to the time you quit.  But say nothing,
for the moment, of how that was accomplished.  If he is
in a serious mood dwell on the troubles liquor has caused
you, being careful not to moralize or lecture.  If his mood
is light, tell him humorous stories of your escapades.
Get him to tell some of his.

When he sees you know all about the drinking game,
commence to describe yourself as an alcoholic.

p p
See your man alone, if possible.  At first engage in gen-

eral conversation.  After a while, turn the talk to some
phase of drinking.  Tell him enough about your drinking
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Tell him how baffled you were, how you finally learned
that you were sick.  Give him an account of the struggles
you made to stop.  Show him the mental twist which
leads to the first drink of a spree.  We suggest you do this
as we have done it in the chapter on alcoholism.  If he is
alcoholic, he will understand you at once.  He will match
your mental inconsistencies with some of his own.

If you are satisfied that he is a real alcoholic, begin to
dwell on the hopeless feature of the malady.  Show him,
from your own experience, how the queer mental condi-
tion surrounding that first drink prevents normal function-
ing of the will power.  Don’t, at this stage, refer to this
book, unless he has seen it and wishes to discuss it.  And
be careful not to brand him as an alcoholic.  Let him draw
his own conclusion.  If he sticks to the idea that he can still
control his drinking, tell him that possibly he can—if he is
not too alcoholic.  But insist that if he is severely afflicted,
there may be little chance he can recover by himself.

Continue to speak of alcoholism as an illness, a fatal
malady.  Talk about the conditions of body and mind
which accompany it.  Keep his attention focused
mainly on your personal experience.  Explain that
many are doomed who never realize their predicament.
Doctors are rightly loath to tell alcoholic patients the
whole story unless it will serve some good purpose.
But you may talk to him about the hopelessness of
alcoholism because you offer a solution.  You will soon
have your friend admitting he has many, if not all, of
the traits of the alcoholic.  If his own doctor is willing
to tell him that he is alcoholic, so much the better.
Even though your protégé may not have en-

Tell him how baffled you were, how you finally learnedy y y
that you were sick.  Give him an account of the struggles
you made to stop.  Show him the mental twist whichy p
leads to the first drink of a spree.  We suggest you do this
as we have done it in the chapter on alcoholism.  If he isp
alcoholic, he will understand you at once.  He will matchy
your mental inconsistencies with some of his own.
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93WORKING WITH OTHERS

tirely admitted his condition, he has become very curious
to know how you got well.  Let him ask you that question,
if he will.  Tell him exactly what happened to you.  Stress
the spiritual feature freely.  If the man be agnostic or athe-
ist, make it emphatic that he does not have to agree with
your conception of God.  He can choose any conception he
likes, provided it makes sense to him.  The main thing is
that he be willing to believe in a Power greater than himself
and that he live by spiritual principles.

When dealing with such a person, you had better use
everyday language to describe spiritual principles.  There
is no use arousing any prejudice he may have against
certain theological terms and conceptions about which he
may already be confused.  Don’t raise such issues, no
matter what your own convictions are.

Your prospect may belong to a religious denomina-
tion.  His religious education and training may be far
superior to yours.  In that case he is going to wonder
how you can add anything to what he already knows.
But he will be curious to learn why his own convic-
tions have not worked and why yours seem to work so
well.  He may be an example of the truth that faith
alone is insufficient.  To be vital, faith must be accom-
panied by self sacrifice and unselfish, constructive ac-
tion.  Let him see that you are not there to instruct him
in religion.  Admit that he probably knows more about
it than you do, but call to his attention the fact that
however deep his faith and knowledge, he could not
have applied it or he would not drink.  Perhaps your
story will help him see where he has failed to practice
the very precepts he knows so well.  We represent no

tirely admitted his condition, he has become very curiousy y
to know how you got well.  Let him ask you that question,
if he will. Tell him exactly what happened to you.  Stressy pp y
the spiritual feature freely.  If the man be agnostic or athe-
ist, make it emphatic that he does not have to agree with, p g
your conception of God.  He can choose any conception heddy p f y p
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS94

particular faith or denomination.  We are dealing only
with general principles common to most denominations.

Outline the program of action, explaining how you
made a self-appraisal, how you straightened out your
past and why you are now endeavoring to be helpful to
him.  It is important for him to realize that your at-
tempt to pass this on to him plays a vital part in your
own recovery.  Actually, he may be helping you more
than you are helping him.  Make it plain he is under no
obligation to you, that you hope only that he will try to
help other alcoholics when he escapes his own difficul-
ties.  Suggest how important it is that he place the wel-
fare of other people ahead of his own.  Make it clear
that he is not under pressure, that he needn’t see you
again if he doesn’t want to.  You should not be offended
if he wants to call it off, for he has helped you more
than you have helped him.  If your talk has been sane,
quiet and full of human understanding, you have per-
haps made a friend.  Maybe you have disturbed him
about the question of alcoholism.  This is all to the
good.  The more hopeless he feels, the better.  He will be
more likely to follow your suggestions.

Your candidate may give reasons why he need not
follow all of the program.  He may rebel at the thought
of a drastic housecleaning which requires discussion
with other people.  Do not contradict such views.
Tell him you once felt as he does, but you doubt
whether you would have made much progress had
you not taken action.  On your first visit tell him
about the Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous.  If
he shows interest, lend him your copy of this book.

Outline the program of action, explaining how youp g p g y
made a self-appraisal, how you straightened out your
past and why you are now endeavoring to be helpful top y y g p
him.  It is important for him to realize that your at-p y
tempt to pass this on to him plays a vital part in your
own recovery.  Actually, he may be helping you morey y y p g y
than you are helping him.  Make it plain he is under no
obligation to you, that you hope only that he will try tog y y p y y
help other alcoholics when he escapes his own difficul-p p
ties.  Suggest how important it is that he place the wel-
fare of other people ahead of his own. 
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95WORKING WITH OTHERS

Unless your friend wants to talk further about himself,
do not wear out your welcome.  Give him a chance to
think it over.  If you do stay, let him steer the conversa-
tion in any direction he likes.  Sometimes a new man is
anxious to proceed at once. And you may be tempted to
let him do so.  This is sometimes a mistake.  If he has
trouble later, he is likely to say you rushed him.  You will
be most successful with alcoholics if you do not exhibit
any passion for crusade or reform.  Never talk down to
an alcoholic from any moral or spiritual hilltop; simply
lay out the kit of spiritual tools for his inspection.  Show
him how they worked with you.  Offer him friendship
and fellowship.  Tell him that if he wants to get well you
will do anything to help.

If he is not interested in your solution, if he expects you to
act only as a banker for his financial difficulties or a nurse for
his sprees, you may have to drop him until he changes his
mind.  This he may do after he gets hurt some more.

If he is sincerely interested and wants to see you again,
ask him to read this book in the interval.  After doing
that, he must decide for himself whether he wants to go
on.  He should not be pushed or prodded by you, his
wife, or his friends.  If he is to find God, the desire must
come from within.

If he thinks he can do the job in some other way, or
prefers some other spiritual approach, encourage him
to follow his own conscience.  We have no monopoly
on God; we merely have an approach that worked with
us.  But point out that we alcoholics have much in com-
mon and that you would like, in any case, to be friendly.
Let it go at that.

  You will
be most successful with alcoholics if you do not exhibity
any passion for crusade or reform.  Never talk down to
an alcoholic from any moral or spiritual hilltop; simplyy p p p y
lay out the kit of spiritual tools for his inspection.  Showy p p
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and fellowship.  Tell him that if he wants to get well youp
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Do not be discouraged if your prospect does not re-
spond at once.  Search out another alcoholic and try again.
You are sure to find someone desperate enough to accept
with eagerness what you offer.  We find it a waste of time
to keep chasing a man who cannot or will not work with
you.  If you leave such a person alone, he may soon
become convinced that he cannot recover by himself.  To
spend too much time on any one situation is to deny
some other alcoholic an opportunity to live and be happy.
One of our Fellowship failed entirely with his first half
dozen prospects.  He often says that if he had continued
to work on them, he might have deprived many others,
who have since recovered, of their chance.

Suppose now you are making your second visit to a
man.  He has read this volume and says he is prepared to
go through with the Twelve Steps of the program of re-
covery.  Having had the experience yourself, you can give
him much practical advice.  Let him know you are avail-
able if he wishes to make a decision and tell his story, but
do not insist upon it if he prefers to consult someone
else.

He may be broke and homeless.  If he is, you might
try to help him about getting a job, or give him a little
financial assistance.  But you should not deprive your
family or creditors of money they should have.  Per-
haps you will want to take the man into your home for
a few days.  But be sure you use discretion.  Be certain
he will be welcomed by your family, and that he is not
trying to impose upon you for money, connections, or
shelter.  Permit that and you only harm him.  You will
be making it possible for him to be insincere.

Do not be discouraged if your prospect does not re-g y p p
spond at once.  Search out another alcoholic and try again.
You are sure to find someone desperate enough to acceptp g p
with eagerness what you offer.  We find it a waste of time
to keep chasing a man who cannot or will not work withp g
you.  If you leave such a person alone, he may soony y p y
become convinced that he cannot recover by himself.  To
spend too much time on any one situation is to denyp y y
some other alcoholic an opportunity to live and be happy.
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places?”  If you answer these questions satisfactorily, you
need have no apprehension.  Go or stay away, whichever
seems best.  But be sure you are on solid spiritual ground
before you start and that your motive in going is thor-
oughly good.  Do not think of what you will get out of the
occasion.  Think of what you can bring to it.  But if you are
shaky, you had better work with another alcoholic instead!

Why sit with a long face in places where there is drinking,
sighing about the good old days.  If it is a happy occasion,
try to increase the pleasure of those there; if a business
occasion, go and attend to your business enthusiastically.
If you are with a person who wants to eat in a bar, by all
means go along.  Let your friends know they are not to
change their habits on your account.  At a proper time and
place explain to all your friends why alcohol disagrees
with you.  If you do this thoroughly, few people will ask
you to drink.  While you were drinking, you were with-
drawing from life little by little.  Now you are getting back
into the social life of this world.  Don’t start to withdraw
again just because your friends drink liquor.

Your job now is to be at the place where you may be of
maximum helpfulness to others, so never hesitate to go
anywhere if you can be helpful.  You should not hesitate
to visit the most sordid spot on earth on such an errand.
Keep on the firing line of life with these motives and God
will keep you unharmed.

Many of us keep liquor in our homes.  We often need
it to carry green recruits through a severe hangover
Some of us still serve it to our friends provided they
are not alcoholic.  But some of us think we should not
serve liquor to anyone.  We never argue this ques-

g j y q
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hurt a great deal.  Husbands and wives have sometimes
been obliged to separate for a time until new perspective,
new victory over hurt pride could be re-won.  In most
cases, the alcoholic survived this ordeal without relapse,
but not always.  So we think that unless some good and
useful purpose is to be served, past occurrences should
not be discussed.

We families of Alcoholics Anonymous keep few skel-
etons in the closet.  Everyone knows about the others’
alcoholic troubles.  This is a condition which, in ordinary
life, would produce untold grief; there might be scandal-
ous gossip, laughter at the expense of other people, and a
tendency to take advantage of intimate information.
Among us, these are rare occurrences.  We do talk about
each other a great deal, but we almost invariably temper
such talk by a spirit of love and tolerance.

Another principle we observe carefully is that we do
not relate intimate experiences of another person unless
we are sure he would approve.  We find it better, when
possible, to stick to our own stories.  A man may criti-
cize or laugh at himself and it will affect others favorably,
but criticism or ridicule coming from another often pro-
duces the contrary effect.  Members of a family should
watch such matters carefully, for one careless, inconsid-
erate remark has been known to raise the very devil.  We
alcoholics are sensitive people.  It takes some of us a long
time to outgrow that serious handicap.

Many alcoholics are enthusiasts.  They run to ex-
tremes.  At the beginning of recovery a man will take,
as a rule, one of two directions.  He may either plunge
into a frantic attempt to get on his feet in business, or

y p
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differ with them on many matters.  If he does not argue
about religion, he will make new friends and is sure to
find new avenues of usefulness and pleasure.  He and his
family can be a bright spot in such congregations.  He
may bring new hope and new courage to many a priest,
minister, or rabbi, who gives his all to minister to our
troubled world.  We intend the foregoing as a helpful
suggestion only.  So far as we are concerned, there is
nothing obligatory about it.  As non-denominational
people, we cannot make up others’ minds for them.  Each
individual should consult his own conscience.

We have been speaking to you of serious, sometimes
tragic things.  We have been dealing with alcohol in its
worst aspect.  But we aren’t a glum lot.  If newcomers
could see no joy or fun in our existence, they wouldn’t
want it.  We absolutely insist on enjoying life.  We try not
to indulge in cynicism over the state of the nations, nor
do we carry the world’s troubles on our shoulders.  When
we see a man sinking into the mire that is alcoholism, we
give him first aid and place what we have at his disposal.
For his sake, we do recount and almost relive the horrors
of our past.  But those of us who have tried to shoulder
the entire burden and trouble of others find we are soon
overcome by them.

So we think cheerfulness and laughter make for useful-
ness.  Outsiders are sometimes shocked when we burst
into merriment over a seemingly tragic experience out of
the past.  But why shouldn’t we laugh?  We have recov-
ered, and have been given the power to help others.

Everybody knows that those in bad health, and those
who seldom play, do not laugh much.  So let

 But we aren’t a glum lot.  If newcomersp g
could see no joy or fun in our existence, they wouldn’t
want it.  We absolutely insist on enjoying life.  
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133THE FAMILY AFTERWARD

each family play together or separately, as much as their
circumstances warrant.  We are sure God wants us to be
happy, joyous, and free.  We cannot subscribe to the
belief that this life is a vale of tears, though it once was
just that for many of us.  But it is clear that we made our
own misery.  God didn’t do it.  Avoid then, the deliberate
manufacture of misery, but if trouble comes, cheerfully
capitalize it as an opportunity to demonstrate His om-
nipotence.

Now about health:  A body badly burned by alcohol
does not often recover overnight nor do twisted thinking
and depression vanish in a twinkling.  We are convinced
that a spiritual mode of living is a most powerful health
restorative.  We, who have recovered from serious drink-
ing, are miracles of mental health.  But we have seen
remarkable transformations in our bodies.  Hardly one of
our crowd now shows any mark of dissipation.

But this does not mean that we disregard human health
measures.  God has abundantly supplied this world with
fine doctors, psychologists, and practitioners of various
kinds.  Do not hesitate to take your health problems to
such persons.  Most of them give freely of themselves,
that their fellows may enjoy sound minds and bodies.
Try to remember that though God has wrought miracles
among us, we should never belittle a good doctor or psy-
chiatrist.  Their services are often indispensable in treat-
ing a newcomer and in following his case afterward.

One of the many doctors who had the opportunity
of reading this book in manuscript form told us that
the use of sweets was often helpful, of course depend-
ing upon a doctor’s advice.  He thought all alcoholics

each family play together or separately, as much as theiry p y g p y
circumstances warrant.  We are sure God wants us to be
happy, joyous, and free. 

But this does not mean that we disregard human healthg
measures.  God has abundantly supplied this world with
fine doctors, psychologists, and practitioners of variousp y g p
kinds.  Do not hesitate to take your health problems toy p
such persons.  Most of them give freely of themselves,
that their fellows may enjoy sound minds and bodies.y j y
Try to remember that though God has wrought miracles
among us, we should never belittle a good doctor or psy-g g p y
chiatrist.  Their services are often indispensable in treat-p
ing a newcomer and in following his case afterward.
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